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ABSTRACT
Indexing and Abstracting Standards for a CRIM/DOC Reference Information
Bank: Phase I Report: Bibliographic and Abstracting Standards.
Prepared by Catherine J. Matthews, Centre of Criminology, University
of Toronto, under contract to Solicitor General Canada, Contract
no. 7270-29. February, 1982.
This is the first of three reports to be prepared under contract to
the Solicitor General on indexing and abstracting standards in CRIMDOC,
a Canadian criminal justice data base proposed by a consultant's report
to the Ministry in March 1981. Report I covers Bibliographic and Abstracting
Standards, and subsequent reports will cover indexing vocabulary as well as
characteristics of other data bases. Before recommending standards this
research clarified some of the scope of the proposed data base and the
interrelationship of library services. The methodology included a survey
of the literature of library and information science, discussions with
librarians, marketing representatives of computer software companies, and
persons involved in data base creation and maintenance, as well as an
analysis of sample printouts.
The literature search revealed that the concept of bibliographic
standards actually refers to bibliographic record content standards as well
as machine readable format standards. It further indicated the proliferation
of standards-making bodies at various levels, and the conflict between the
traditional library storage and retrieval concepts and the more flexible
computer oriented storage and retrieval concepts. The newly revised
Anglo-American Catalozuing Rules, 2nd edition (AACR2) were rejected as being
too complex and not cost-efficient enough for use in the CRIMDOC data base,
and it was recommended that clearly defined local standards such as those
appearing as Appendix D to this Report be used. For the more long-range
plan of making the CRIMDOC file available to other institutions, perhaps
through a service bureau, it was suggested that format standards approximating
the National Library's mini-MARC be created by systems designers to incorporate both bibliographic and non-bibliographic information, so that later
conversion to a MARC format could be programmed easily. If the software
selected permits, then an on-line reference capability for name authorities
would be ideal; however, if that is not available, a separate machinereadable name authority file for use of those creating or maintaining the
CRIMDOC file is recommended.
It was also recommended that the CRIMDOC data base include abstracts
to conform with the American National Standard for Writing Abstracts
(ANSI Z39.14-1979), that software permitting full-text searching be used,
that author-abstracts be utilized when possible, and that a long term
objective be to provide bilingual abstracts.

INDEXING AND ABSTRACTING STANDARDS FOR A CRIM/DOC
REFERENCE INFORMATION BANK: PHASE I REPORT
BIBLIOGRAPHIC AND ABSTRACTING STANDARDS

Introduction and Background
In March 1981, Price Waterhouse Associates, Management Consultants,
prepared for the Solicitor General of Canada's Criminology Documentation
Centre (i.e., Library and Reference Centre) an Automation Feasibility Study 1 ,
in which Recommendation 4 reads as follows:
To meet the stated requirements of the CRIMDOC Centre
users in the Ministry and those of other users in the
Canadian criminal justice community, the CRIMDOC Centre
should set up a computerized index to current Canadian
programs, projects, research activities, theses, important
working papers, criminologists and other significant
criminological information and resources external to the
CRIMDOC Centre collection.
In November 1981, the Centre of Criminology, University of Toronto,
entered into a contract with the Solicitor General of Canada to investigate
the preliminary aspects involved in creating such a data base, namely
(1) Bibliographic and Abstracting Standards,
(2) Indexing Vocabulary, and
(3) Standards and Formats in Other Information Bases.
The following pages constitute the report on Phase I on Bibliographic and
Abstracting Standards.

1

All footnotes follow the text of this Report.

2

Aside from the Price Waterhouse study, there is very little background information and few documented specifications for the proposed
data base. The Solicitor General's Library and Rèference Centre has not
yet put into writing their plans or priorities for the scope of the data
base, projections of its size over the next several years, the relationship of the data base and information retrieval service to other library
functions, or the possibility of decentralized input into the data base
based on a network arrangement with other organizations.
Correspondence with the Ministry's Head Librarian, H. Moore, (Appendix
A) was subsequently discussed in a conference call on January 7, 1982, with
Ms. Moore and Mr. T. Dittenhoffer, such that several matters were resolved,
while although not definitively, in a manner adequate for the purposes
of this inquiry.

The areas so resolved include scope of the data base and

the relationship of the on-line facility to some other library services
and functions, primarily document delivery.
The scope of the proposed CRIMDOC data base will likely provide:
A) regular coverage of specified Canadian journals, regardless
of their "retrievability" through other published indexes;
as examples, the following titles would be considered:
Canadian Journal of Criminology, Criminal Law Quarterly,
Canadian Criminology Forum, Crime et/and Justice, Liaison,
Canadian Journal of Sociology, etc.;
B) unpublished research papers, particularly those prepared
under contract to the Ministry; this would not include
"classified" or "restricted" reports, due to security
clearance concerns of the Librarian 2 ;
C) theses in criminology, as well as relevant theses at the
Masters and Doctoral levels in law, sociology, psychology,
etc.;
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D) chapters in edited texts or collected works, conference
papers and proceedings, government reports and selected
monographs. More specific clarification of the scope of this
category will have to be articulated, particularly with regard
to duplication of access to documents retrievable through the
Main Library Catalogue. In this category, however, books are
not a priority, as initially emphasis will be on the more
"fugitive" information not accessible elsewhere;
E) programs, projects and research in progress. Although this
category of non-bibliographic items was listed first in the
Price Waterhouse Report, the present interpretation is that
this data will not necessarily have first priority, but that
it will be added to the data base once it is operational.
Ideally, however, the plan is to have this data retrievable
from the same file as bibliographic information.
F) the persons inventory of criminologists identified by Price
Waterhouse as a desired element in the CRIMDOC data base is
best omitted from consideration at this point. At the
University of Western Ontario, under the direction of Dr.
E.H. Hanis, "The Canadian Register of Research and Researchers
in the Social Sciences" is now in the second year of its
funding from SSHRC, and at the present time duplicates the
concept of a persons inventory proposed for the CRIMDOC
data base. 3
Document delivery is of great concern to the Ministry Library and
Reference Centre.

Each entry in the data base must include a location

for each document, and hence, the bibliographic format must provide a
field for location and any identifiers pertinent to that location.

While

a goal of the system may be to input a retrospective coverage of the criminal
justice literature by using major bibliographies on criminology or policing 4
as the basis of that coverage, there is not intention to "dump" references
into the file without first identifying locations for the cited documents.
It has been discussed on several occasions, and with several Ministry
representatives, that there is an interest in decentralizing input into
the data base through a network arrangement, whereby various locations
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(e.g. the Centre of Criminology) would agree to update specific aspects
of the file on an ongoing basis.

Standards for the data base should be

considered, therefore, in light of the likelihood of decentralization of
input and retrieval functions at some point in the future.

Methodology
Surveying the literature of library and information science has been
a major component of this research.

Additional background to this study

was provided by the course Management of Library Automation (Faculty of
Library Science, University of Toronto) which this researcher audited in
the Fall of 1981. A detailed bibliography incorporating selected course
readings and my own literature search appears as Appendix B to this report.
There were discussions with various individuals concerning data base
creation and standards, including the Head Librarian of the Ministry's
Library and Reference Centre, various individuals representing data base
users (i.e., on-line search librarians), representatives of catalogue support
bibliographic data bases, vendors of data base management systems (software), as well as persons who have been or still are directly involved in the
creation and maintenance of machine readable data bases. A list of these
contacts appears as Appendix C to this Report.
Through the Robarts Library of the University of Toronto several
searches were conducted on differeft data bases and the output analyzed for
form and content standards.

5

BIBLIOGRAPHIC STANDARDS
Introduction
From the outset it should be clarified that any consideation of
bibliographic standards in a CRIMDOC data base has, in fact, two foci: the
records themselves must have appropriate bibliographic or record content
standards, and the record must be stored in a machine readable format.
While this project originally set out to consider the former, the close
interrelationship of the two areas has resulted in consideration of both
data content standards and format standards.

Bibliographic Record Content Standards
A search and reading of the literature quickly established that
somewhat of a battle rages with regard to bibliographic standards.

Not

only are there a host of standards-making bodies at the international,
national, regional, association, employer and local level, but no one body
has unchallenged authority on the topic (Verman, 1973; Schmierer, 1975;
Schipma, 1975). Add to this the conflict between information scientists/
computer specialists and librarians (Avram and Guiles, 1972) concerning
whether or not librarians are too tied to the traditional cataloguing
perspective on information storage and retrieval capabilities, and it is
not difficult to see that a good amount of heat and a questionable amount
of light can be generated in such a climate.
A recent survey and inventory of bibliographic data bases in Canada
(MacLean, 1981 and 1981a) indicates that, at least in Canadian degreegranting institutions, 54% of these data bases are for a shared cataloguing
function, and of those, 56% used "ALA and/or AACR and/or AACR2 [standards]
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as the basis for the creation of.. .{data], 9 percent use CODOC, and 34
percent use another (usually local) standard" (MacLean, 1981:8). Very
few data bases for on-line reference/information retrieval were identified
by MacLean's survey, but the majority of those such data bases rely on
local standards for bibliographic format. This confirms that the scope
of the MacLean project was clearly on the "library processing oriented
data bases" (MacLean, 1981:v), and that no survey of private files for
reference purposes in any type of Canadian library (academic, special,
government, public) exists to provide a state-of-the-art summary.
While the Anglo American Cataloguing Rules, 2nd edition, (AACR2) are
unequivocably the authority on record content for library catalogues and ,
shared cataloguing data bases, and while the Joint Steering Committee for
the Revision of AACR gave "particular attention to developments in the
machine processing of bibliographic records" (AACR2:vii), it is this
researcher's opinion that AACR2 is an inappropriate authority Dr bibliographic standards for the envisaged CRIMDOC data base. The reasons for
the decision are as follows:
-records to be input will include non-bibliographic information
(i.e., projects or programs) which, lacking any tangible format,
do not lend themselves to strict AACR2 description or analysis;
-a network concept with decentralized data input requires
standards, but AACR2 is too complex to be used accurately by
staff not trained in cataloguing or not using AACR2 consistently.
While initially trained staff would be used in the Ministry to
create the data base, any plan to utilize distributed input
through Regional Consultation Centres or Criminology Departments
or Centres would likely involve some untrained or less highly
trained staff and would no doubt result in irregularities in
entries. That type of circumstance might force the Ministry
Library to assume total responsibility for file creation and
maintenance;
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-the cost of staff time in following complex standards would be
too high. It would, in effect, be shifting the original
cataloguing responsibility from the cataloguing department (now
using UTLAS for shared cataloguing) to the data base staff.
Even over a long term analysis input according to complex
standards could not be rationalized. Although no decision has
been made about the "life span" retention period of data in
the file, some similar social science data bases do have a
time limit on information kept in active storage. If considerable staff time was spent applying AACR2 to ephemera such as
press releases, news articles, speeches, etc., then such
documentation might be kept in the file long after its currency
and relevance have passed simply to justify the staff-time
expenditure;
-the full text search capabilities of many of the software
programs and data base management systems available today
provide retrieval capabilities which are conceptually different
in character from an AACR2-style of data entry. Of the data
base management systems vendors with whom the matter was
discussed not one was aware of any Toronto based file which
presently uses any standards as "rigid" as AACR2 for an on-line
reference file;
-clearly defined local standards created to reflect the proposed
content of the data base and its functions can be used; the
MacLean study (1981) illustrated that many large cataloguing
data bases do, in fact, use local standards for bibliographic
format. The need for adherence to international standards
is less urgent in a file such as the proposed CRIMDOC data
base than in a shared cataloguing environment.
What about other sources of standardization for bibliographic format?
The American National Standards Institute (ANSI Z39.2, Z39.29), the
Association française de normalization (AFNOR NF Z 44-005), the British
Standards Institution (BS 1629, 5195, 5605, 4748) and the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO 2709, 30, 690, 832, 3388) all have
standards for bibliographic references and bibliographic information
exchange on magnetic tape.

Other academic guides or standards for biblio-

graphic citation such as The University of Chicago's A Manual of Style (1969),
or the style manuals of associations such as the American Psychological
Association may be valuable for authors to see that they prepare biblio-
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graphies or footnotes in a uniform manner, or provide the appropriate
details on their own works to see them accurately documented the data
base, but these are not the type of "standard" being considered for record
content in a data base.

Both that type of style guide and ANSI, ISO,

AFNOR, etc. standards presuppose that the source "document" will be
. bibliographic in character. All of them would require amendment, clarification and editing to suit the scope of the CRIMDOC data base.
It is more appropriate to take a sample of the type of information likely to be input into a CRIMDOC data base, analyze it, and come
up with a list of fields to appear for these records, with some decriptive
commentary on how to decide and record the content of those fields.
The sample is drawn from the Diversion Information Resource Package produced by the Solicitor General (1979).

This document covers programs,

projects, audio-visual resources, journal articles, books and government
reports.

It was also mentioned by Ministry officials that the Diversion

Information Bank (presently accessed in manual mode) would likely form a
substantial part of any pilot project data base.

Although most commercially

searchable on-line information retrieval systems contain only bibliographic
records, there appears to be no reason why programs and projects could not
be accommodated in the record content format. The proposed Record Content
Bibliographic Standards appear as Appendix D to this Report.

Record Communication Format
With regard to record format (i.e., record communication format as
opposed to the above record content format) the national and international
agencies do have standards (ANSI Z39.2, BS4748, ISO 2709).

Of these, the
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"recognized, fundamental basis for format construction is...ISO 2709...,
which specifies the structure of magnetic tape formats for interchange
of bibliographic data. This standard is the ISO version of the 1971
American National Standard for Bibliographic Interchange on Magnetic Tape,
ANSI Z39.2" (Schmierer, 1975:121).

The concept of the U.S. Library of

Congress's MARC formats, the National Library of Canada's CAN/MARC and
mini-MARC formats, and the International Federation of Library Association
and Institutions (IFLA) UNIMARC (1977) formats have all been based on one
or both of ANSI Z39.2 or ISO 2709.
Experts (Pulsifer, 1973; Thompson, 1979; Williams, 1980) have devoted
considerable time to the analysis of record format standards, participated
in national, international and association committees, etc., and are still
seeking resolution of matters of format.

They and others have agreed in

principle on the need for standardized communications formats, such that
the term "MARC" is no longer...a specific term, but is a generic term"
(Schmierer, 1975:121).

MARC format, very simply put, refers to separating

elements of the record content into distinct fields or machine readable
formats for storage purposes.
Most of the library literature discusses MARC in the context of
catalogue support data bases. Of the data bases surveyed in the MacLean
inventory (1981:9) he points out that while "National standards for the
communication of machine readable bibliographic records do exist (i.e.,
the CAN/MARC...formats) ...very few institutions have the software to
convert...to the appropriate national standard format". More were in a
position to convert to the mini-MARC however.

The mini-MARC format

pubiished by Canada's National Library (1975) is the minimum data
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input required to meet the MARC standard for bibliographic information.
To reduce the amount of coding required a "fill dharacter" can be used.
The manual Canadian MARC communication format: mini-MARC (1975)
illustrates how it is structured, where the fill character may be used
and other technical details.
The International Development Research Centre in Ottawa has a minicomputer based bibliographic information retrieval system which uses the
ISO 2709 standard (Daneluik, 1978). Data bases such as the Canadian
Register of Research and Researchers in the Social Sciences, which recently
put up a pilot data base on CAN-OLE, have put their bibliographic content
in a communication format "like the MARC format", although not exactly
the LC-MARC format. 6
With a data base such as the CRIMDOC file it is conceiveable that
bibliographic items in the data base could be input to meet the minimum
criteria for data elements in a mini-MARC record, thereby rendering the
largest portion of the data base into a format suitable for national
communication.

Where non-bibliographic information will not fit the

mini-MARC format, or where document details would not be compatible with
the mini-MARC guidelines however, it would be necessary to have other guidelines for the format.

Therefore, the recommendation is that systems design

advice be sought on the design of a format which approximates the mini-MARC
format for bibliographic data while accommodating the non-bibliographic
elements of the file.

Depending upon the plan for data base development,

it would be possible to create a program to convert a local standard to a
MARC format, as was done to mount the Canadian Register of Research and
Researchers in the Social Sciences on CAN/OLE.

11

Name Authorities
Also involved in consideration of bibliographic standards is the
matter of name authority files. In shared cataloguing bibliographic data
bases there is an undisputed requirement for name authority controls, and
to this end the National Library of Canada has built up an authority subsystem (Buchinski et al., 1977). UTLAS maintains its own SHARAF (Shared
Authority File) based on CAN/MARC, Lè-MARC, and contributed authorities.
Data base management systems vendors contacted suggest that the main

CRIMDOC file could be used to check authorities at the data entry stage
by having the input staff check forms of names for existing records in the
file.

Even if such a check is not done at a data entry stage, the "browse"

facility could be used at the information retrieval end to cover all the
variants of a name.
This method of using your file as your authority is not as effective
when an actual change of name is at issue. For this type of circumstance
relating to a "corporate" type entry with superior and inferior data
elements (eg. Ontario Ministry of Correctional Services), certain software
allows for full text search of most or all fields, so if there had been a
name change (from Ontario Department of Reform Institutions) and the searcher
knew it, then a search of several terms in the author field such as
"Ontario", "Correction**" "Jail*", "Institution*" or other descriptive terms
might locate it. If the name change was unknown to the searcher who
simply requested "Ontario" plus "Ministry of Correctional Services" (or
"Ontario Ministry of Correctional Services") then only those documents with
that specific authorship would be retrieved.

For personal name changes the

searcher would have to know current and earlier forms of a name to retrieve
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them without a name authority file.
Other alternatives would be:

-As users of UTLAS the CRIMDOC Library would be in a position
to use their SHARAF. This would, however, impose AACR2
standards on choice and format of name entry in some circumstances. For the data base input editors this would require
searching a separate external file with.different access
requirements and protocols;
-Another alternative would be to enter authors' names directly
from the source documents and allow for some scatter. This
method is employed in the Social Science Information System
(SSIS) of the Behavioral Research Institute at York University.
Their scatter is further compounded by the fact that they
mount other files (Psychological Abstracts, ERIC) in their data
base, and their file is approximately half a million records;
-Create a reference record within the file as . the RCMP Headquarters Library has done with their STAIRS data base. However,
to my knowledge the RCMP is employing this reference note
capability primarily with subject headings, drawing on external
authority "files" such as Library of Congress Subject Headings,
and its relevance for name authorities would have to be assessed
in greater depth.
-Create a separate file, in machine readable form, to be searched
for authorities relating to the CRIMDOC file only.
After considering the alternatives, and bearing in mind thè earlier
recommendation not to use the rigid structure of AACR2, the likelihood of
decentralized input into the CRIMDOC data base (some of which might be
done by parties not having access to UTLAS's authority files), the risks
of losing related works due to scatter, as well as the expectation of a
high quality, small file rather than a large, "quick-and-dirty" file,
this researcher recommends the creation of a separate authority file, to
be maintained as a machine readable private file in the same manner as the
bibliographic file, or if the software used for the data base will permit
it, a reference/authorities file built into the main bibliographic
file. The former, would be totally adequate for data input, and would
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assist retrieval for those searchers with access to it. But if the data
base become publicly available through a service bureau, then "public"
users would likely be denied access to the authority file.

For that

audience of "future users" a reference structure within the file would be a
desirable extra.

However, it is not a feature available in all commercial

data bases.
If it was decided to create a separate file, then it would be wise to
do a cost-benefit analysis of buying an established authority file and
"dumping" it into a private file, to be edited for CRIMDOC's purposes,
as opposed to building up a file as the data base grows.

As the CRIMDOC

file will be relatively small it is doubtful whether the cost and usefulness of a bought file could be rationalized for a considerable time to come.
The recommendàtions regarding bibliographic standards are summarized
in the conclusion to this report, beginning on p. 23.
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ABSTRACTING STANDARDS

Introduction
While precise and informative bibliographic citations are valuable
to searchers of a data base, there are two other factors which can
affect the efficiency of information retrieval significantly: subject
descriptors (or "index terms") and document abstracts.

The next

several pages will consider the role and function of the abstract,
particularly as it relates to automated information retrieval.

Types of

abstracts and their characteristics will be described. Problems to be
considered when trying to recommend standards and control input into an
information storage and retrieval system will be discussed.

The matter of

staff time and qualifications will be considered as it relates to data
base creation and maintenance, as will delegation of abstracting responsibilities.
We have already seen that "the proliferation of standards and standardsmaking bodies without the presence of a national system of standards gives
our standardization activities somewhat the aspect of a jungle" (Struglia,
1965:10) making the matter of bibliographic standards problematic.

The

matter of abstracting standards is not quite as distressing. Both ISO at
the international level and ANSI at the national (U.S.) level do have
abstracting standards, the latter of which appears to be more influential
in North America. Because of the nature of traditional library bibliographic records (i.e., catalogues) the association or local (i.e., LC)
bodies have not been as active in the design, use, or evaluation of
abstracting standards, and their influence has been less pronounced than
in areas of record content (AACR2) or machine readable data formats (MARC,
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CAN/MARC, etc.).
The American National Standard for Writing Abstracts (ANSI-Z39.14-1979,
appearing as Appendix F to this Report) has been critically examined to
see if it would be an appropriate guideline for the CRIMDOC records. The
conclusion is, that for the reasons to be discussed in the following pages,
it is quite appropriate for use in the creation of abstracts for the
CRIMDOC data base.

What is an Abstract?
Before one can consider the types and characteristics of abstracts
and evaluate whether or not they should be part of a Canadian criminal
justice data base, there must be a working definition of an "abstract"
which distinguishes it from other similar terms.

For the purpose of this

paper an abstract is "an abbreviated, accurate representation of the
contents of a document" (ANSI Z39.14-1979) prepared in such a way that the
elements of the source document are preserved, the organization of the
source document is not misrepresented, the thesis and conclusion are
reported, and the language of the source document itself is used, preferably
by having the author(s) create the abstract at source.
Brown et al. (1977) go on to caution that abstracts should not be
confused with various other terms:

an excerpt, in which an actual part

of the original document is taken out and used, a review, in which there
is critical or evaluative consideration given to the original document, or
a synopsis, in which the point of view could be altered.
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Why Have Abstracts?
For the researcher or librarian today there is no doubt that the
recent past has witnessed an "information explosion".

Not only is it

increasingly difficult to keep abreast of ongoing research projects, monographs, government reports, and journal articles on a regular basis, but
even specific one-time information needs do not always result in satisfactory information retrieval.

In an interdisciplinary subject area such

as criminology and criminal justice the "information scatter" is perhaps
further amplified.
In light of the information explosion and the sheer volume of
documentation available to the researcher today, the abstract fulfills an
important function.

The researcher may not have the time, the resources,

or the need to obtain full text copies of all relevant literature, and
therefore the abstract becomes the means by which that source document is
evaluated.
Even if manual or automated information retrieval systems identify
citations with standardized bibliographic elements, title information may
in some cases be insufficient or misleading information on which to make
7
a decision about the relevance of a document.
Such documents may, therefore, be by-passed.
The converse of by-passing ambiguous citations is also possible. In
order to screen all possibilities in an area in which very little relevant
information exists researchers may seek or request library staff assistance
to locate all potential sources. The cost, in terms of staff-time, interlibrary loans, photocopying and correspondence (mail, courier, telephone,
telex, etc.) simply to ascertain the relevance of a document first-hand is
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an unnecessary misappropriation of resources. Without abstracts, retrieval
of source documents could go on time after time for request after request,
only to have the source be deemed irrelevant upon closer scrutiny.

At What Cost?
Abstracts can clearly be viewed as a necessity in today's information
retrieval systems, rather than a luxury.

And yet the provision of

abstracts in a data base is not without its costs. Good abstracts must
be carefully prepared to meet certain standards and accurately reflect the
content of the source document. The three major considerations are stafftime, time-lag, and computer time.
Staff time: The major international and national standards on
abstracts (ANSI and ISO) suggest that authors create their
own abstracts at source. If this was desired, there would have to be
methods by which authors were encouraged or required to do so.

While

standards could be recommended to authors, editorial work would still be
essential at the Solicitor General's end.

Editing of author abstracts

would only account for a small percentage of abstracts to be stored, and
considerable staff time would have to be expended for the preparation of
many original abstracts.
In the likelihood that long term plans might include the objective of
a fully bilingual data base, then staff time for translation is also a
factor. In the abstracting phase of data base creation, as in the bibliographic entry phase, it is essential that qualified staff with bibliographic and subject expertise be utilized.
Staff time would also be required for the purpose of corresponding with
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authors and/or publishers to seek permission to use author-created
abstracts which appear as part of the source document itself. Many
books published today contain the copyright proviso "No part of this
book may be reproduced or utilized in any form or by any means, electronic
or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any information storage and retrieval system, without permission in writing from the
publisher". While this does not deter those with "private files" such
as SSIS at York University or the RCMP Library from lifting text verbatim
from source documents for their files, the issue becomes contentious if
the file is ever to become commercially available.

For the Solicitor

General then it is a matter for both staff time and correspondence cost
considerations as well as being a matter with legal ramifications.
Computer costs: As far as computer costs are concerned, abstracts are
an expensive proposition: data entry time and storage costs are the
principal factors. Data entry could be done:
-on-line by the Ministry staff person creating the abstract;
-on-line by clerical staff of the Ministry in-putting abstracts
prepared by subject specialists from hand-written or typed
copies;
-a data conversion company could be subcontracted to put
abstracts into machine readable form.
Once a record is entered into the data base it must be stored there.
Active storage is stored at a rate per number of characters stored, and
therefore, the length of the record affects its on-going storage cost.
For this reason it would be appropriate to impose some limit on the length
of abstracts.

The ANSI Z39.14-1979 standard, section 4.3, recommends that

abstract length relate to the type of source document, SOO words being
the preferred maximum length for abstracts of lengthy documents such as
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reports and theses.

A word-per-abstract count of many sample abstracts

from the National Criminal Justice Reference Service data base (NCJRS)
and Legal Resource Index (LRI) shows an average range of 250-350 wordsper-abstract, and length of abstract appears to be unrelated to source
document type (i.e., book, article, etc.).
It is this author's opinion that a standard, preferably ANSI Z39.14-1979,
be proscribed for overall abstract standards, and that with regard to length,
8
most abstracts should be in the 250 word range.
It is also suggested that a
software package which has variable field length capacity be used, so
that abstracts for more major works could go on to approximately 500 words
if necessary.
Time Lag: Because of the staff time involved in preparing and/or
editing abstracts, and seeking permission to use previously published copyright abstracts, there is considerable time-lag in getting information into
the data base. Translation of abstracts could add further delay. Straight
bibliographic entries with subject descriptors could be made available
for use in the data base at a much faster rate than citations with full
abstracts.

One solution could be to enter bibliographic citations with

descriptors fairly quickly at the terminal, have the system generate paper
copy records for editing and verification as the file is updated, and then
have the staff go back and edit these records on-line at a later date (or
have the data conversion facility input the edits) to include abstracts
which have been written in the interim. While this would allow editing

of bibliographic information for errors, and fast access to information,
it would require a strict update schedule to avoid the accumulation of a
backlog:

the intellectual effort and staff time required to enter biblio-
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graphic elements and subject descriptors is considerably less than
would be required to write a good abstract.

Another consideration is that

some of the intellectual effort required to assign descriptors would have
to be repeated in order to write the abstract. The decision of whether
to allow for the time lag and enter the full citation and abstract at
once, or to do them as two separate processes should be based on:
- urgency of need for information (i.e., desired currency of the
data base);
- staff time available (rate of abstracting vs. rate of entering
bibliographic descriptors);
- data base development policy (i.e., scope and content policy for
the data base, similar in nature to library's collection development
policy, and consideration of whether certain classes of materials,
eg., journal articles, theses etc., could be treated differently
in terms of storage criteria in the data base.);
- acquisition and processing considerations (can documents be
processed or bound or made ready for use at a rate to equal data
base input?);
- other workflow considerations (eg., is there any "seasonality" to
library workflow or data base creation workflow, such as the
hiring of summer staff, that would affect creation of abstracts?);
- translation considerations.
This author is of the opinion, however, that unless there is extreme urgency
for getting records into the data base, it is preferable to wait and input
a complete bibliographic record including abstract.

Hard copy edit records

could still be provided when the file is updated.
Types of

Abstracts

Basically there are two types of abstracts:

indicative and informative.

The informative abstract is comprehensive and includes statements of the
purpose, scope, method, results and/or conclusions of the source document.
Indicative abstracts are not as comprehensive; while they include scope
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and purpose they usually lack coverage of results, conclusions, methodology
and numerical data, and are, therefore, less appropriate for research
papers.
While the briefer indicative abstracts are less costly to prepare
and less costly to enter and store, the economic consideration would
hopefully come second to consideration of the effectiveness of retrieval.
Generally the informative abstract is well suited to research studies and
lengthier documents with single distinct themes, and not as appropriate
for review papers, overviews and discursive books or readers.

The ANSI

solution to this dilemma is that a combined informative indicative abstract
be prepared "when limitations on the length of the abstract or the type
and style of the document make it necessary to confine informative statements to the primary elements of the document and to relegate other aspects
to indicative statements." (ANSI Z39.14-1979, section 1).

Should the

CRIMDOC data base include program descriptions, then the indicative style

might be more appropriate for those records, as results, conclusions and
methodology would not necessarily be regular elements of a program description.
Characteristics of Abstracts
The following are considered important characteristics of abstracts:
brevity, clarity, accuracy and consistency.

For brevity follow the word

limit proposed in section 4.3 of ANSI Z 39.14-1979.

Although most software

presently being used for bibliographic data bases do not have fixed field
lengths, it is wise for reasons of economy and standardization to have
uniformity of abstract size.

Vocabulary for the abstract should not be

compromised to brevity, as the potential for full-text searching of full
abstracts means that key terminology used in the document itself will be
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retrievable if used in the abstracts.
Not only should the bibliographic citation be complete and accurate,
but so should the abstract, carefully reflecting the conceptual and intellectual content of the source document. The ANSI Z39.14-1979 standard sections
3, "Treatment of Document Content" and 4, "Presentation and Style" set out
adequate guidelines for the creation of abstracts.

In order to achieve

consistency among authors creating abstracts at source it would be useful
to advise authors of the desirability of conforming with ANSI Z39.14-1979
when submitting reports prepared under contract to the Ministry. To
achieve consistency adequate Library staff time must be committed and
suitably qualified staff employed to read the source document and write the
abstract or upgrade submitted abstracts to convey the "character, style
and content of the original" (Brown et al., 19 :14). It is recommended
that subject specialist qualifications be sought in those persons preparing
abstracts. It is further recommended that abstracts be prepared from
the source document itself, and not from secondary sources. If, however,
it was ultimately determined that there would be sufficient overlap with
the contents of the NCJRS data base, then the cost and legal considerations
of buying prepared content for the CRIMDOC data base should be considered,
and the bibliographic and format characteristics of NCJRS and CRIMDOC
reconciled. Thompson (1979) and Brandhorst and Williams (1978) address
themselves to some of the technical and administrative problems of tertiary
data bases, which would be relevant to this hypothetical situation.
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Summary and Recommendations
Based on a survey of the library and information science literature,
examination of published indexing and abstracting tools as well as machine
readable bibliographic data bases, and discussions with vendors and users
of data base management systems and on-line retrieval services, and in
consideration of the assumptions articulated in the Introduction to this
Report concerning the scope and proposed uses of a Canadian criminal justice
documentation (CRIMDOC) data base, the following recommendations are
proposed:
General
1. That in creating a data base of Canadian criminal justice
information due consideration be given to the overall
objective of bringing researchers and information together,
and in respect thereof, that consideration be given to the
allocation of adequate staff and budget for the various
stages, including selection of documents, creation of records,
editing of records, processing of documents, information
retrieval and document delivery;
2. That a comprehensive collection development policy be prepared
for the data base, based on the categories of documents
discussed earlier and on which this report is based, namely
regularly selected periodical titles, unpublished research
papers, Canadian theses, conference papers and proceedings,
government reports, chapters in edited texts and collected
works, and programs, projects and research in progress;
Bibliographic Standards
3. That clearly defined local standards such as those appended
to this Report as Appendix D, be utilized for the creation
of records, such that a machine readable record format
approximating the mini-MARC characteristics be created;
4. That computer specialist design advice be sought on
development of format, so that matters of software impact on
MARC formats and network protocols to support the transfer
of data between computer systems be given consideration;
S. That a separate file be created in machine readable form for
the searching of name authorities, or if the software design
permits it, that a reference structure for name authorities
be built into the main CRIMDOC file;
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Abs tracts
6. That the proposed CRIMDOC data base contain abstracts which
conform to the American National Standard for Writing
Abstracts (ANSI Z39.14-1979);
7. That a software design be selected which permits full text
searching of a variable length abstract field;
8. That the Solicitor General encourage the creation of abstracts
at source in documents prepared under contract to the Ministry
by making a bibliographic and abstract style guide an appendix
to all contracts signed;
9. That Ministry legal advisors investigate the authorizations
required to store abstracts or parts of copyright documents
in an information retrieval system;
10. That initially the data base should contain abstracts in the
saine language as the source document (i.e., English language
document, English language abstract; French language document,
French language abstract; Bilingual English-French document,
Bilingual English-French abstract) but that a long term plan
for the provision of a completely bilingual abstract field
be considered.

;•
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and the obtainable accuracy. For documents concerned
with nonexperimental work, describe data sources and
data manipulation.

3.4 Results and Conclusions
3.4.1 General. Results and conclusions should be
presented clearly. They may be abstracted jointly to
avoid redundancy, but conjecture must be differentiated from fact.
3.4.2 Results. Describe findings as concisely and
informatively as possible. They may be experimental
or theoretical results obtained, data collected, relationships and correlations noted, effects observed, etc. Make
clear whether numerical values are raw or derived and
whether they are the results of a single observation or
of repeated measurements. When findings are too numerous for all of them to be included, some of the following
should receive priority: new and verified events, findings
that contradict previous theories, or findings that the
author knows are relevant to a practical problem. Limits
of accuracy and reliability and ranges of validity should
be indicated.
3.4.3 Conclusions. Describe the implications of the
results, especially how these results relate to the purpose
of the investigation or the reason for preparing the document. Conclusions can be associated with recommendations, evaluations, applications, suggestions, new relationships, and hypotheses accepted or rejected.
3.5 Collateral and Other Information. Include findings
or information incidental to the main purpose of the
document but of value outside its major subject area
(for example, modifications of methods, new compounds, newly determined physical constants, and
newly discovered documents or data sources). Report
these clearly but in such a way that they do not distract
attention from the main theme. Do not exaggerate in
the abstract their relative importance in the abstracted
document.
Access services may include (if warranted) further
details about the document itself, such as the presence
of extensive tables, illustrations, indexes, and the number of bibliographic citations. Terse statements for these
may appear either at the end of the abstract or as parts
of the bibliographic citation, and need not be in sentence form (for example, "15 References").

or thesis, place the abstract on the title page (if possible),
on the "report documentation page" if one is included,
or on the right-hand page preceding the table of contents.'
In a book or monograph, place the abstract on the back
of the title page or on the right-hand page following it;
place separate abstracts of chapters on or preceding their
first pages.

4.2 Bibliographic Information. In primary publications,
include a full bibliographic citation of the document in
a suitable location on the same page as the abstract; for
example, in the running head or foot. In access (secondary) publications, machine-readable data bases, or whenever the abstract of a document is reproduced separately
from it, precede or follow the abstract with the full bibliographic citation of the original document, 8 prepared
in accordance with American National Standard for Bibliographic References, ANSI Z39.29-1977. Three variations of this practice are shown in Example 6 in the
Appen dix.
4.3 Completeness, Accuracy, and Length. Since an abstract must be intelligible to a reader without reference
to the document, make the abstract self-contained; do
not intertwine its statements with footnotes, lists of
references, or references to the text of the original document. Retain the basic information and tone (balance,
emphasis) of the original document. Be as concise as
possible while still fulfilling requirements as to content,
but do not be cryptic or obscure. Cite background information sparingly if at all. Do not include information or claims not contained in the document itself.
For most papers and portions of monographs, an
abstract of fewer than 250 words will be adequate. For
notes and short communications, fewer than 100 words
should suffice. Editorials and "letters to the editor"
will often require only a single-sentence abstract. For
long documents such as reports and theses, an abstract
generally should not exceed 500 words and preferably
should appear on a single page. Brevity is especially
important if the abstracts will be used in computermanipulated data bases in order to avoid wasting computer-storage capacity.
4.4 Style
4.4.1 General. Begin the abstract with a topic sentence that is a central statement of the document's
major thesis, but avoid repeating the words of the document title if that precedes the abstract.

4. Presentation and Style
4.1 Location of the Abstract. Place the abstract as early
as possible in each document. In a journal, publish the
abstract prominently on the first page of each article or
other abstractable item. In a separately published report

'If a brief foreword is deemed necessary to supply background
information in a report, the abstract should follow the foreword
and should not repeat the background information.
'However, the title of the document may optionally precede
the abstract even when the rest of the bibliographic citations
fo ll ow the text.
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In abstracts specifically written or modified for secondary use, state the type of the document early in the
abstract when this is not evident from the title or publisher of the document or if this will not be clear from
the remainder of the abstract. Explain either the author's
treatment of the subject or the nature of the document;
for example, theoretical treatment, case history, stateof-the-art report, historical review, report of original
research, "letter to the editor," literature survey, etc.
4.4.2 Paragraphing; Complete Sentences. Write a
short abstract as a single, unified paragraph, but use
more than one paragraph for long abstracts; that is,
those in reports and theses. Write the abstract in complete sentences, especially in informative abstracts, and
use transitional words and phrases for coherence. A sequence of keywords for indexing (separated by punctuation) may follow the text of the abstract, however, or
may be substituted for it when an indicative abstract
would otherwise have been employed.
4.4.3 Use of Active Verbs and Personal Pronouns.
Use verbs in the active voice whenever possible; they
contribute to clear, brief, forceful writing. However,
the passive voice may be used for indicative statements
and even for informative statements in which the receiver of the action should be stressed. For example:
Say: "Iron-containing bauxites sweeten gasolines in
the presence of air."
Not: "Gasolines are sweetened by iron-containing bauxites in the presence of air."
But: "The relative adsorption coefficients of ether, water,
and acetylene were measured by ..."
Use the third person unless use of the first person
will avoid cumbersome sentence constructions and lead
to greater clarity.
4.4.4 Terminology. Avoid unfamiliar terms, acronyms, abbreviations, or symbols, or define them the
first time they occur in the abstract. The use of significant words from the text will aid computerized fulltext searching.
4.4.5 Nontextual MateriaL Include short tables, equations, structural formulas, and diagrams only when necessary for brevity and clarity and when no acceptable
alternative exists.

For that reason, users are urged to ascertain periodically
from the American National Standards Institute the
latest versions of the following Z39 standards that relate to this standard:
American National Standard for Periodicals: Format
and Arrangement, ANSI Z39.1-1977
American National Standard for Abbreviations of Titles
and Periodicals, ANSI Z39.5-1969 (R1974)
American National Standard for Title Leaves of a Book,
ANSI Z39.15-1971
American National Standard for the Preparation of
Scientific Papers for Written or Oral Presentation, ANSI
Z39.16-1979
American National Standard Guidelines for Format and
Production of Scientific and Technical Reports, ANSI
Z39.18-I974
American National Standard for Bibliographic References, ANSI Z39.29-1977
American National Standard for Synoptics, ANSI
Z39.34-1977
Users concerned with the writing of abstracts for specific disciplines or missions are urged to refer to the abstracting guides of the access services which serve these
areas, such as those of the BioSciences Information
Service, the Chemical Abstracts Service of the American
Chemical Society, the Educational Resources Information Center of the U.S. Office of Education, etc. Most
of these guides are also updated periodically. Those concerned with the writing of abstracts can also keep abreast
of pertinent articles and books by reference to issues of

Information Science Abstracts.
The following references, which were cited in the
1971 edition of ANSI Z39.14, seem to be of enduring
value:
Borko, H.; Chatman, S. Criteria for acceptable abstracts:
a survey of abstractors' instructions. American Documentation. 14(2): 149-60; 1963 April.
Cortelyou, E. The abstract of the technical report. Journal of Chemical Documentation. 32(10): 532 33; 1955
October.
-

5. Additional Information
Bibliographies in standards have a tendency to become
outdated rapidly, even as regards references to related
standards; indeed, later editions to many of the following are currently being prepared or are actually in press.
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Weil, B. H.; Zarember, L; Owen, H. Technical abstracting fundamentals. I. Introduction. 11. Writing principals
and practices. III. Publishing abstracts in primary journais. Journal of Chemical Documentation. 3(1): 86 89;
1963 April. 3(2): 125-32; 1963 July. 3(2): 132-36;
1963 July.
-
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FOOTNOTES
1. Ministry of the Solicitor General Criminology Documentation Centre
Feasibility Study. Prepared by Price Waterhouse Associates,
Management Consultants, Ottawa, Ontario, March, 1981. p. 9.
2. As will be documented in the Phase III Report (due August 31, 1982)
this may be an unfounded concern, as some software on the market
allows for several "levels" of security, ranging from security of
access to the data base itself, down to access to individual documents.
3. I am in contact with Ms. Paula Mitchell, Assistant Director of the
project, and will report further details in the Phase III Report.
4. Rosenberg, Gertrude; Mayer, Katia Luce; and Brunet-Aubry, Lise.
Criminologie canadienne: bibliographie commentée: la criminalité
et l'administration de la justice criminelle au Canada/Canadian
criminology: annotated bibliography: crime and the administration
of justice in Canada. Ottawa: Solicitor General Canada, Research
Division, 1977; and
Shearing, Clifford D; Lynch, F. Jennifer; and Matthews, Catherine J.
Policing in Canada: a bibliography/La police au Canada: une
bibliographie: Ottawa: Solicitor General Canada, Research Division,
1979.
5. COIN: a directory of computerized information in Canada (1980) does
have a listing of statistical and bibliographic data bases in Canada.
The bibliographic category is primarily composed of files available
through commercial services such as BRS, Lockheed, CAN/OLE, QL, etc.
Although a useful directory, it still excludes valuable private files
such as SSIS at York University.
6. The telephone interview failed to determine the exact standard used,
and a subsequent conversation with a representative of CAN/OLE suggested
that programming changes were undertaken by CISTI and the National
Library in order to make the file available through CAN/OLE.
7. If the sparse citation: Brooks, Neil. "Evidence". Ottawa Law Review 7
(1975):600 was retrieved with the descriptors "Evidence" and "Criminal
procedure" there would be two choices: by-pass it, and perhaps lose
a relevant article, or acquire it, with the possibility that it may
or may not be worth the time and cost of acquiring it. If the article
citation was accompanied by an abstract, then the researcher or
librarian would have a more informative basis on which to decide the
merit of the source document.
8. For the purpose of calculation a 250 word abstract equals approximately
1700-1800 dharacters.
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Appendix A: Background Questions Correspondence

/

CENTRE OF CRIMINOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
JOHN P. ROBARTS RESEARCH LIBRARY
ROOM 8001, 130 ST. GEORGE ST.
TORONTO M5S 1A5
THE LIBRARY

(416 ) 978-7068

MS. Heather Moore,
Head Librarian,
Solicitor General of Canada,
340 Laurier Ave. W.,
Ottawa, Ontario

December 29,1981

Dear Heather,
Enclosed please find a few of the questions which we hope to
discuss in our conference call on Thursday, January 7th at 10 a.m.
Some of the questions relate to the overall framework for the development of the proposed "reference data base" and the impact and
interrelationship of such a data base with the storage and retrieval
of information from the main collection.
Some of the questions certainly do not have to be resolved at this
stage of my work, and indeed could go unanswered until such time as
you would be interested in evaluating my work and setting up ydur
data base. Others, however, are essential to my understanding of how
you envisage this data base functioning in your organization.
The only documentation which I have on the idea of a data base for
your Library is in the Price Waterhouse Associates report "Automation
Feasibility Study"(March 1981). Any other commentary or specifications
on the idea generated in your department or by other consultant's reports
would be useful to me.
Thank you for your cooperation in these matters.
Yours truly,

Catherine J. Matthews
Head Librarian

Enclosure
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ASSUMPTICNS
Based on past conversations with Sol Shuster and Tony Dittenhoffer, and on my reading
of the Price Waterhouse March 1981 Report, I have in my mind several assumptions
about the creation of a data base. Some of the assumptions are as follows:
- the data base is to be created as a private file maintained by a commercial
computer service bureau (eg. Infomart), rather than being produced and
maintained "in-house" by Ministry data processing staff;
- consideration of the creation of a data base can, therefore, proceed without
any specific hardware limitations, until such time as specifications are
drawn and tenders are let;
- the Ministry of the Solicitor General wants a data base somewhat along the
lines of the NCJRS data base, although much smaller, with the option (or
long range plan) of making it commercially available to outside users;
- that although the data base will initially be used by the Ministry Library
staff, a "user friendly" system is desired to perhaps ultimately allow direct
access by research staff.
- in order to minimize the Library staff time at the data entry phase you are
looking for standards easily discernable by non-library staff, so that, for
example, researchers could create their own abstracts at source, and bibliographies already compiled and yet to be collipiled could be made directly machine
readable without significant editing by library staff.

SCOPE OF THE DATA BASE
Previous conversations have indicated certain expectations regarding the scope of
the proposed data base. The following concerns of mine vary from the easily
answerable to the more complex; some have significant policy implications for
the library, and others present budget and staffing considerations. The questions
are in no particular order.
- will the data base contain only citations of "obtainable" documents? (ie.,
do you envisage any "document delivery" scheme?) Will the data base list
locations of items not in the Sol. Gen.'s Library? How will you ensure that
other locations (libraries, individuals) will cooperate in infàrming you
of such matters as the withdrawal of documents. Do you plan any massive
acquisition and microfilming project?
- will the data base include reference to published articles (le., in journals)?
To what extent do you want to duplicate/exclude information already available
on-line (eg. in NCJRS or the Criminal Justice Periodicals Index)? Will you
establish a selection of journals for regular input, or will it be random
selection (and by whom?)?
- will the data base include unpublished articles and papers? If the data base
goes "public" will there be any problems with confidentiality and access to
such papers. Who will collect and disseminate copies of them? Will entries be
revised if papers are subsequently published? Whose responsibility will it be
to monitor that? Will all research submitted under contract to the Ministry
be entered, or selected research? Who will select? Will all progress reports
be included, or just final reports? Can you guarantee cooperation from the
appropriate levels in the Ministry to support your policy? Any implications of
Freedom of Information legislation?
.../2
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SCOPE OF THE DATA BASE, Cont'd

- will you place any size or format restrictions on documents included in the
data base? eg., only items under 60 pgs.? Will the data base include any
items appearing in your "other" library catalogue? Is this a coStly duplication,
or a justifiable one? Would items accessible in the data base and the catalogue
be accessible in the same way? Should they necessarily be? Does UTLAS have any
long range plan for an online catalogue package for a library such as yours,
and would there be any compatàbility with the reference data base. Does UTLAS
have hardware limitations which should be considered for long term tie-in with
the reference data base? Are you not concerned about the ultimate merging of
catalogue records with data base records, since in all likelihood your Library
staff will be seardhing other data bases on line, in addition to your own?
- will the data base include chapters of books or edited collections? Will this be
a regular commitment or selective? Conference papers? Speeches? Press releases?
(i.e., a "collection policy " will be needed for the data base to ensure that
it is built up properly). Also the types of "documents" to be included in a
data base will determine the format to be used in indexing and entering data
into the file (ie., standards.)
- will foreign documents (ie. not written in French or English) be included?
Who will do the abstract translations? Will bilingual abstracts be provided for
eadh entry in the data base regardless of the language of the document itself?
- will the data base include research in progress? Will it only be research
funded by the Sol. Gen.? If others, will it be specific others, or random/
selective? Who will monitor the status of the research? Foreign research?
- There had been talk of a "Persons Inventory" - a listing of researchers in
Canada, and their areas of specialization. Is this a priority? Has consideration
been given to the difficulty of maintaining such a file?
- There was talk of "dumping" existing bibliographies into a data base. Would
this be only bibliographies prepared by / under contract to the Sol. Gen. ?
(ref. to earlier question of document delivery). What about irregularities
and lack of standardization in these? Wbuld you be prepared to fund revisions?
Could you live with irregularities?
- Will the data base include theses? MA and/or Ph.D. ; undergraduate "Theses"
or major papers? In any disciplice or specific: Law, sociology, criminology,
psychology, political science, history, etc. How will this area be monitored?
- There was talk of putting the POlice Mànual on the data base. This was originally
created for Police Eyes Only. Any security problems?
- Will the data base include audio-visuals?

STAFFING AND BUDGET

In the creation of the data base there will be considerations of how much staff time
will be allocated specifically to the data base, and how much money will be available.
While some of these questions cannot be answered in any hard and fast manner at the
present time, and indeed may not ever be answered in any long term way (government
being the political beast that it is), it may be possible to give me some ideas.
-How much staff time (ie. person years, permanent or contract, etc.) is going to
be avialable to (a) create and (b) maintain and update the data base.?
-At what point in the library plan does "document identification" for the data
base fit in, and haw mùch time will be spent on it?
-Will adequate time be allowed for keeping up-to-date on research and personnel if
those categories are included?
. . ./3
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STAFFING AND BUDGET, Cont'd.

- If you are going to provide document retrieval services, have you
planned for adequate staff searching time, paperwork (Interlibrary loans),
photocopying, mailing costs (postage and envelopes), return follow-up, etc.
(Initially this may be minimal if the data base is only accessible to your
own research staff, but should the data base "go commercial" then you must be
prepared for an increase in ILL requests)
- Have you considered a microfiche project to staore all documents listed in
the data base? How will you organize and store microform or hard copy of
documents? Will items be classified and interfile with the catalogued collection, or will you keep a separate vertical file? Would items such as
chapters from edited texts be photocopied for storage in the file, or would
you have to obtain the source document from the shelved catalogued books?
- Do you have an adequate acquisition budget to back up the data base?
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PERSONS CONTACTED
The following persons were contacted in-person or on the telephone
for opinions concerning hypothetical circumstances regarding data base
creation and/or for information on their own experience with information
storage and retrieval systems. For their cooperation and assistance I am
grateful. Any reference to specific individuals or systems are the interpretation of this author and responsibility for those interpretations is
that of this author alone.
Ms. J. Gardhouse, Marketing Representative, UTLAS
Ms. J. Benson, Account Supervisor, Infomart (BASIS)
Mr. J. Tibert, Institute of Behavioral Research, York University (SSIS)
Ms. N. Grattan Garrett, RCMP Librarian (STAIRS)
Ms. B. Fingerote, Librarian, IBM, Toronto (STAIRS)
Ms. S. Silverberg, Head, Bibliographic Records, John P. Robarts Research
Library
Ms. E. Jones, Faculty of Library Science, University of Toronto (on-line
search librarian)
Ms. S. Johnston, Reference Librarian, John P. Robarts Research Library,
University of Toronto, (on-line search librarian)
Ms. J. Prokop, Reference Librarian, John P. Robarts Research Library,
University of Toronto, (on-line search librarian)
Mr. J. Eberlein, Regional Marketing Manager, QL Systems (QL Search)
Ms. Paula Mitchell, Assistant Director, Canadian Register of Research and
Researchers in the Social Sciences
Ms. M. Wilburn, Marketing Representative, UTLAS (and formerly creator
of University of Waterloo Teaching Resource Office Holdings Data Base)
(SPIRES)
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RECORD CONTENT BIBLIOGRAPHIC STANDARDS

While the actual communications format (mini-MARC or a local
variation thereof) will determine the exact fields for data entry, this
Appendix itemizes those fields most likely to be represented.

The concept

of CAN/MARC's leader and directory, both fixed-length fields relating to
file organization, could be used in the CRIMDOC file.

What follows here

is a list of the 17 mostimportant data elements, drawn from an analysis
of CAN/MARC, the RCMP's STAIRS data base, and commercially available data
bases including the National Criminal Justice Reference Service (NCJRS).
Each potential field is accompanied - by commentary on choice and form of
entry within the field, Use of the field in other data bases, whether
fields should be of:fixed or variable length, whether they are likely to be
searchable fields (and the manner in which they might be searched), as
well as suggestions for the incorpotation of non-bibliographic information
into those fields. Certain fields used by other data bases (eg. those used
by the RCMP Library •o denote loans, ordering information, etc.) are omitted
here.
FIELD

NOTES

CONTROL NUMBER

This is usually a fixed length field, and would be
the same for bibliographic or non-bibliographic data.
NCJRS, for example, uses a 6-character control
number. This would be a required field.

DATE ENTERED IN FILE

This would be a fixed length field, and would be
the same for bibliographic and non-bibliographic
data. For updating purposes, or other retrieval
capabilities it would be useful to be able to search
this field for an exact match, or for a greater-than
or less-than date. CAN/MARC uses a 6-character
field; RCMP uses 8-characters. It is likely that
6 characters would be adequate for CRIMDOC.
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COUNTRY OF PUBLICATION
CODE

In CAN/MARC this is a 3-character fixed field
using standard abbreviations. It could be used
for non-bibliographic as well as published data if
the field was re-named "Source country" or something which conveyed that this field was primarily
for country of publication, or if unpublished, then
country in which program originated. If necessary
other geographic levels than "country" could be
added.

FORM OF REPRODUCTION
CODE

CAN/MARC uses a fixed length record of one character.
There should be designators for monograph, government report, journal article, conference paper,
unpublished paper, research in progress, program
and thesis. Audio-visual categories could be
added, including microform. NCJRS calls this field
"Document type".

LANGUAGE CODE

This fixed field of 3-characters (in CAN/MARC)
would only be applicable to bibliographic entries.
It is likely to include English, French, Bilingual,
translation to English or translation to French
categories.

AUTHOR

The field name "main entry", taken from CAN/MARC,
reflects the more traditional library catalogue
approach in which there has to be a "main" entry.
As this concept is not applicable in an automated
information storage and retrieval system, it is
recommended that "author" be used for the field
name. This variable length field should be fulltext searchable to allow for various forms of
"corporate" author entries with superior and
inferior data elements (eg. Canada Solicitor
General or U.S. Department of Justice Law Enforcement Assistance Administration). A search could
be made using any or all of the data elements of
the author statement, regardless of the order in
which they were input, in most data bases which
allow full-text searching and the use of Boolean
logic. The software should allow for truncation
searching (eg. Dep******* would retrieve Dept. or
Department regardless of the actual form of entry).
Personal authors would be included in this field,
as would co-authors, editors and compilers. The
title page of the document should be the primary
source of data for input. In the case of multiple
authorship the first listing should go to the
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individual with principal authorship responsibility
or authorship (although machine assisted retrieval
does not require this), and others as their names
appear on the source document. The fullest form
of a name might be kept in a name authority file,
but initials (for first or Christian names) would
be adequate in the actual CRIMDOC file. NCJRS
names have initials only. It is not recommended
that dates (of birth and death) appear with names
as they do in library catalogue records.
For non-bibliographic records (ie, programs) the
contact person, program director, etc. could be
entered in this field, with a designator such as
(Contact) following or preceeding the name. If
the author field was unformatted it could also
allow for statements such as "John Doe, with the
assistance of B. Brown" so that both naines could
be searched, yet the authorship was clearly defined.
TITLE

CAN/MARC has separate fields for Uniform Title,
Romanized Title, Collective Title, Title Statement
and Short Title, which go beyond the need of a
CRIMDOC file record. One unformatted field "TITLE"
should be used to include journal article titles,
book titles, chapter titles, conference paper
titles, thesis titles and project or program
titles. Titles should appear as they do on the
document itself, with any punctuation added which
is deemed essential for the representation of a
title in a linear format as opposed to title
page format (eg. a colon could be used to separate
a title from a subtitle). There is no need to
enclose article titles in quotation marks or to
underline the titles of books or journals as
would be done in a printed bibliography, as the
fields will be distinctly identified and separated.
The title of a document should be entered in the
language of the source document itself; bilingual
titles may be entered in the sanie field, separated
by an equals (=) sign. The order of entry (English=
French or French=English) should make no difference
for retrieval purposes in a full text searchable
file. It would be beneficial to enter research in
progress or projects with indicators to that effect.

EDITION STATEMENT

This fixed length field could be particularly useful
for ascertaining currency of any texts, particularly
legal materials .
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IMPRINT

It would be preferable to call this CAN/MARC field
"SOURCE" as it would include journal titles (if
earlier item cited under "TITLE" was a conference
paper) and source book titles, in addition to
place and publisher information. Journal titles
are adequate on their own; there is no need to
show place or publisher for them. eg: Canàdian
Journal of Criminology, v.23 no. 1. This is
comparable to the manner in which NCJRS uses the
"source" field.

DATE

This should be a four dharacter fixed field,
searchable on a greater than, less than, or exact
match basis.

COLLATION

For journal citations enter pagination, preferring
starting and last page numbering when available.
Enter first and last page numbers for those documents
that are part of a larger work cited in the SOURCE
field. Enter total of pagination for complete
documents, or number of volumes for multi-volume
works. For other media enter appropriate measures
eg. 1 roll ( ld); 5 fiche; 26 min. B & W, 16 mm;
etc. For projects and other non-print, non-audiovisuals, use a fill character or omit the field
completely.

AVAILABILITY

This field is not essential, but is used by NCJRS
and assists in document delivery by providing
publisher's address when available. This field
could be used to provide the address and phone
number of persons identified as contacts for
projects in the author field; or for author affiliations.

NOTES

CAN/MARC uses this field, but has a separate field
for series statements. I would advise minimizing
unnecessary fields by use of this broader "NOTES"
field. NCJRS has used this field to indicate
everything from series statements to "permission to
reprint" statements. The latter could become
important if CRIMDOC was to use abstracts from source
documents or from other data bases. This field
could also be used to record information regarding
source of funding for documents if phrases like
"prepared under contract to ..." were included. This
should be a variable length searchable field.
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SUBJECT

This field might be more appropriately called
"DESCRIPTORS". It would be a variable length
field, capable of Boolean logic and full text
searching.

ABSTRACT

This would be a variable length, full text
searchable field, in which abstracts averaging
250-350 words will appear. For programs (and
based on program descriptions from the Solicitor
General's Diversion Information Resource Package,
1979) the abstract should cover program jurisdiction
level of discretion, objectives, eligibility
criteria and final disposition of charge and/or
referral categories. Abstracts should also follow
ANSI Z39.14-1979 as described in and appended to
this Report.

LOCATION

This field should be used to designate which library
holds the cited document. The National Library
codes should be used where possible, but more
specific codes may have to be added for the
Solicitor General's purposes. Local shelving/retrie val
information should also be added, when available. F or
example, 00SG-VF326 would indicate that it was verti cal
file document number 326 in the Solicitor General
of Canada's Ministry Library.

SECURITY LEVEL

It may be necessary to have a fixed field for
document security if various categories of information are to be stored in the file.

CROSS-REFERENCE

Such a variable length field might be required if
name authority cross-references were to be
available in the main file.
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SAMPLE RECORD
CONTROL NO.

000001

DATE ENTERED

010382

COUNTRY

CAN

FORMAT

UNPUBLISHED REPORT

LANGUAGE

ENG

AUTHOR

MATTHEWS C J

TITLE

Indexing and abstracting standards for a CRIMDOC
reference information bank: phase I report:
bibliogrphic and abstracting standards

EDITION

XXX

IMPRINT

TORONTO, ONT.: CENTRE OF CRIMINOLOGY, UNIVERSITY
OF TORONTO

DATE

1982

COLLATION

49 p.

AVAILABILITY

submitted to Solicitor General Canada, 340 Laurier
Ave. W., Ottawa, Ontario. KlA 0P8

NOTES

prepared under contract to the Solicitor General
Canada, no. 7270-29

DESCRIPTORS

Criminal justice information systems; abstracting;
bibliographic citations

ABSTRACT

This is the first of three reports to be prepared under
contract to the Solicitor General on indexing and
abstracting standards in CRIMDOC,...

LOCATION

00SG
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ACRONYMS

AACR2

Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, 2nd edition

ALA

American Library Association

BASIS

Software package Marketed by Infomart, Toronto

BRS

Bibliographic Retrieval Services

CAN/OLE Canadian On-line Enquiry
DBMS

Data base management system

IDRC

International Development Research Centre

LC

Library of Congress (Washington, D.C.)

MARC

Machine readable catalogue

MINISIS

minicomputer data storage and retrieval package of IDRC

QL

QL Systems Limited

SHARAF

Shared Authority File (UTLAS)

SPIRES

Stanford Public Information Retrieval System

SSIS

Social Science Information System (Behavioral Research Institute,
York University)

STAIRS

software marketed by IBM

UTLAS

University of Toronto Library Automation Systems
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Appendix F: American National Standard for
Writing Abstracts(ANSI Z39.14-1979)

ANSI Z39.14-1979

American National Standard
for writing abstracts

american national standards institute, inc.
1430 broadway, new york, new york 10018

ANSIO
Z39.14-1979
Revision of
ANSI Z39.14-1971

American National Standard
for Writing Abstracts

Secretariat

Council of National Library and Information Associations
Approved February 9, 1979

American National Standards Institute, Inc

Abstract
An abstract is an abbreviated, accurate representation of the contents of a document, preferably
prepared by its author(s) for publication with it. Such abstracts are also useful in access publications and machine-readable data bases. The following recommendations are made for the guidance of authors and editors, in order that the abstracts published in primary documents may be
both helpful to the readers of these documents and reproducible with little or no change in access
publications and services. If changes are required, however, many of the guidelines presented
should prove useful.
Prepare an abstract for every formal item in journals and proceedings, and for each separately
published report, pamphlet, thesis, monograph, and patent. Make the abstract as informative as
the nature of the document will permit, so that readers may decide, quickly and accurately,
whether they need to read the entire document. State the purpose, methods, results, and conclusions presented in the original document, either in that order or with initial emphasis on
findings (results and conclusions).
Place the abstract as early as possible in the document, with a full bibliographic citation on the
same page. Make each abstract self-contained, since it must be intelligible without reference to
the document itself. Be concise without being obscure; retain the basic information and tone of
the original document. Keep abstracts of most papers and portions of monographs to fewer than
250 words, abstracts of reports and theses to fewer than 500 words (preferably on one page),
and abstracts of short communications to fewer than 100 words.
Write most abstracts in a single paragraph, except those for long documents. Normally employ
complete, connected sentences; active verbs; and the third person. Use nontextual material such
as short tables and structural formulas only when no acceptable alternative exists. Employ standard nomenclature, or define unfamiliar terms, abbreviations, and symbols the first time they
occur in the abstract
When abstracts are employed in access publications and services, precede or follow each abstract
with the complete bibliographic citation of the document described. Include pertinent information about the document itself (type, number of tables, illustrations, and citations) if this is
necessary to complete the message of the abstract; here, complete sentences need not be used.

American
National
Standard

An American National Standard implies a consensus of those substantially concemed with its
scope and provisions. An American National Standard is intended as a guide to aid the manufacturer, the consumer, and the general public. The existence of an American National Standard does not in any respect preclude anyone, whether he has approved the standard or not,
from manufacturing, marketing, purchasing, or using products, processes, or procedures not
conforming to the standard. American National Standards are subject to periodic review and
users are cautioned to obtain the latest editions.
CAUTION NOTICE: This American National Standard may be revised or withdrawn at any
time. The procedures of the Am,erican National Standards Institute require that action be
taken to reaffirm, revise, or withdraw this standard no later than five years from the date
of publication. Purchasers of American National Standards may receive current information
on all standards by calling or writing the American National Standards Institute.

Published by

American National Standards Institute
1430 Broadway, New York, New York 10018

Copyright C) 1979 by American National Standards Institute, Inc
All rights reserved.
No part of this publication may be reproduced in any form,
in an electronic retrieval system or othenvise, without
the prior written permission of the publisher.

Printed in the United States of America
P1M579/450

Foreword

(This Foreword is not a part of American National Standard for Writing Abstracts, ANSI Z39.14-1979.)

The growing volume of scholarly, scientific, technical, and other informational and instructional
documents makes it increasingly important that the basic content of each document be quickly
and accurately identifiable, both by readers of the primary literature and by users of access services. This ready identification is aided if the author of a primary document (aided by editors)
begins it with a meaningful title and a well-prepared abstract. Indeed, authors must bear in mind
that many people will read no more than the titles and abstracts of their documents.
It is also desirable that the author write an abstract that access services can reproduce with little
or no change, copyright permitting. In addition to their use in the traditional access (secondary)
publications, good abstracts have proved to be of considerable importance to the users of such
machine-based bibliographic services as on-line searching and SDI alerting, including systems
employing full-text searching. Unnecessary duplication of intellectual effort can be avoided if
many abstracts prepared by authors can be employed directly by these access services, which
are facing economic pressures caused by continuing increases in the volume of scholarly publication and the need for greater promptness in providing their information about the primary
literature.
This standard is an update of American National Standard for Writing Abstracts, ANSI Z39.141971, which was prepared by Subcommittee 6 of AmeriCan National Standards Committee on
Standardization in the Field of Library Work, Documentation, and Related Publishing Practices,
Z39. The Z39 Committee is organized under the procedures of the American National Standards
Institute, within the secretariat of the Council of National Library and Information Associations.
This revision was based on several comments received in 1977 from member organizations of
the Z39 Committee during their review of ANSI Z39.141971. The present standard is in full
accord with and has incorporated helpful changes and additional examples from ISO 214-1976.
the International Standard on Abstracts for Publications and Documentation. This International
Standard was developed between 1971 and 1975 by an ad hoc Working Group of ISO/TC 46,
headed by the chairman of Z39/Subcommittee 6, and was largely based on ANSI Z39.14-1971.
Most of the work on coordinating revisions for the present American National Standard was also
performed by the chairman of Subcommittee 6.
Because this standard represents no basic departure from the principles and practices of the
previous edition, it is pertinent to review briefly here how ANSI Z39.14-1971 was prepared.
Subcommittee 6 was appointed in January 1969 to complete the task of drafting a standard
on writing abstracts, an assignment begun by two previous subcommittees. The new subcommittee drew heavily on the work of its predecessors and on a guide prepared by the International
Union of Pure and Applied Physics, the American Institute of Physics, and UNESCO. The subcommittee members were chosen for their expertise in the writing and editing of papers, journals,
and reports; the preparation of secondary-publication abstracts, including their computer searching; and the teaching of abstracting. In addition, members represented both discipline and mission
orientations, and were involved in the communication of knowledge in such diverse fields as
education, psychology, chemistry, physics, and biology. Four drafts of a standard were prepared, one of which was sent for comments to overseas groups working on national and international standards on abstracting, and another of which was sent for comment to all members of
the Z39 Committee and to many individuals and groups known to be concerned with the writing
of abstracts. These included representatives of the "soft" sciences and the humanities, fields in
which abstracts are now being used to an increasing extent. Over 400 copies of that draft were
distributed, and over 50 of the replies contained substantive comments and suggestions. The resultant standard, completed in March 1970, was extensively revised to take these comments
into account.

In the years that have followed the appearance of ANSI Z39.14-1971, there has been evidence
of a gradual improvement in the use and quality of authors' abstracts. The principles of that

standard have been followed by authors and editors in many primary publications, and have
also effected changes in the practices of several major access services. Availability of the current
revision will hopefully maintain the impetus gained, because much still remains to be accomplished.
Suggestions for improvement of this standard will be welcome. They should be sent to the
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American National Standard
for Writing Abstracts

1. Scope and Definitions

-

This standard has been written primarily to assist
authors as well as the editors who guide them in the
preparation of abstracts with maximum usefulness.
The specialized knowledge of an author together with
the wide view of a field provided by an editor can be
expected to yield a good abstract if the standard is followed. The recommendations in the standard are also
designed to be useful to the staffs of access services
which prepare their own abstracts.
In this standard, the term abstract signifies an abbreviated, accurate representation of the contents of a document. Such an abstract does not contain added interpretation or criticism l and is vvithout distinction as to
who wrote it. 2
An abstract should be as informative as is permitted
by the type and style of the document; that is, it should
present as much as possible of the quantitative or qualitative information contained in the document. 3 Informative abstracts are especially desirable for texts describing experimental work and for documents devoted
to a single theme. However, some discursive or lengthy
texts, such as broad overviews, review papers, and entire
monographs, may require the preparation of an abstract
that is only an indicative or descriptive guide to the type
of document, the principal subjects covered, and the
way the facts are treated. A combined informative—indicative abstract must often be prepared when limitations
on the length of the abstract or the type and style of
the document make it necessary to confine informative
statements to the primary elements of the document

'A brief critical review of a document often takes on much of
the character of an informative or informative-indicative abstract, but its writer is expected to include suitable criticism
and interpretation.
'The word synopsis WaS formerly used to denote a resume prepared by the author, with the term abstract restricted to a condensation prepared by some other person. This distinction is
now rarely made.
'Indicative abstracts are less expensive to prepare and may
sometimes be all that stringencies in publication economics will
permit. However, governing factors such as economic considerations should not be the basis for determining the quality of
abstracts.

and to relegate other aspects to indicative statements.
See Examples l-3 in the Appendix.
Abstracts should not be confused with the related,
but distinct, terms: annotation, extract, summary, and
synoptic. An annotation is a brief comment or explanation about a document or its contents, usually added as
a note after the bibliographic citation of the document.
An extract is one or more portions of a document
selected to represent the whole. A summary is a brief restatement within the document (usually at the end) of
its salient findings and conclusions and is intended to
complete the orientation of a reader who has studied
the preceding text. Because other vital portions of the
document (for example, purpose or methodology) are
not usually condensed into this type of summary, the
term should not be used synonymously 1,vith "abstract";
i.e., an abstract as defined above should not be called a
summary. A synoptic is a concise first publication in a
directly usable form of key results selected from an
available but previously unpublished paper. It differs
from an abstract (which it contains) in that it is often
a combination of text, tables, and figures, and may
contain the equivalent of 2000 words.
Collections of abstracts accompanied by their bibliographic citations have traditionally been called secondary publications, in contradistinction to the primary
publications to whose existence and messages they call
attention. In recent years, however, these collections
of abstracts have become better known as access publications, and the machine-based services which include
their abstracts have become known as access services,
because the abstracts and bibliographic citations in
these publications and services serve as alerting or retrospective access keys, or both, to the original documents.
Wherever applicable, therefore, the term "access" has
been employed in this standard instead of "secondary."
The term author abstract is used in this standard
only to distinguish the authorship, and not the contents,
of an abstract: the recommendations of this standard
apply universally to all abstracts whether written by
the author of a document or by someone else and regardless of whether they appear in primary or access
publications.
Section 2 deals with the purpose and use of abstracts
in various types of documents, Section 3 defines what
7
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an abstract should contain, and Section 4 deals with its
presentation and style.

2. Purpose and Use of Abstracts
2.1 Purpose. A well-prepared abstract enables readers
to identify ihe basic content of a document quickly
and accurately, to determine its relevance to their
interests, and thus to decide whether they need to read
the document in its entirety. Readers for whom the document is of fringe interest often obtain enough information from the abstract to make their reading of the
whole document unnecessary. Therefore, every primary
document should include a good abstract. Access publications and services that provide bibliographic citations
of pertinent documents should also include good abstracts if at all possible.
2.2 Use
2.2.1 General. The recommendations in 2.2.2 through

2.2.6 are intended to guide authors and editors of specific documents and publications, such as journals, reports,
theses, monographs and proceedings, patents, and access
publications.
2.2.2 Journals. Include an abstract with every journal article or synoptic, essay, and discussion. Notes,
short communications, editorials, and "letters to the
editor" that have substantial technical or scholarly content should also have brief abstracts.
2.2.3 Reports and Theses. Include an abstract in
every separately published report, pamphlet, or thesis.
If a report must receive a government security classification, it is highly desirable for documentation purposes "that the abstract be unclassified if the results obtained can be reported in the abstract only in general
terms." 4
2.2.4 Monographs and Proceedings. A single abstract
may suffice in a book or monograph that deals with a
homogeneous subject. However, a separate abstract is
also necessary for each chapter if the volume covers different topics or is a collection of articles by different
authors (for example, the proceedings of a meeting or
symposium). See Example 4 in the Appendix.
2.2.5 Patents. An abstract of the disclosure is included in every United States patent, prepared in accordance with guidelines established by the United States

'U.S. Department of Defense, Defense Documentation Center,
Abstracting Scientific and Technical Reports of Defense-Sponsored RDT&E, 1968. Available from National Technical Information Service, Springfield, Virginia 22161; Publication Number AD 66700.
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Patent and Trademark Office.'
2.2.6 Acc.ess Publications and Services. Access publications and services can often make verbatim use of
the abstracts provided in primary documents if these
abstracts have been carefully prepared and are free from
copyright restrictions. Such abstracts can also provide
suitable bases for the access service that orients its abstracts to a group of users different from those envisioned by the authors or publishers of the primary document. A completely new abstract usually needs to be
written only when brief, subordinated phases of a document are all that fall within the scope of the access service, or if there is a copyright restriction.

3. Treatment of Document Content
3.1 GeneraL Readers in many disciplines have become

accustomed to an abstract that states the purpose, methodology, results, and conclusions presented in the original document. Most documents describing experimental
work can be analyzed according to these elements, but
their optimum sequence may depend on the audience
for which the abstract is primarily intended. Readers
interested in applying new knowledge may gain information more quickly from a findings-oriented arrangement
in which the most important results and conclusions are
placed first, followed by supporting details, other findings, and methodology. See Parts A and B of Example 5
in the Appendix.
The guidelines given in 3.2 through 3.5 are optimum
for informative abstracts. Writers of informative-indicative and indicative abstracts should follow them to the
extent that is practical.
3.2 Purpose. State the primary objectives and scope of
the study or the reasons why the document was written,
unless these are already clear from the title of the document or can be derived from the remainder of the abstract. Refer to earlier literature only if doing so is
essential in order to clarify the purpose of the document. 6
3.3 Methodology. Describe techniques or approaches

only to the degree necessary for comprehension. Identify new techniques clearly, however, and describe the
basic methodological principle, the range of operation,

'Wahl, R. A. Patent abstracts. Official Gazette of the United
States Patent and nademark Office. 862(3):653-54; 1969 May 3.
Updated periodically in: issues of the Official Gazette, and
Manual of Patent Examining Procedure: Section 608.01(b).
Available from Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D.C.
'In this event, an adequate bibliographic reference should be
given within parentheses.

Appendix

(This Appendix is not a part of American National Standard for Writing Abstracts, ANSI Z39.14-1979, but
is included for information purposes only.)

Examples of Abstracts*
Example 1 — Typical informative abstracts
THE LOW-1NCOME FARMER
IN A CHANGING SOCIETY [1] '
To identify some major differences among low-income farmers,
and to delineate the group that represents the real core of the
persistently poor, data were obtained from 189 farm operators
representing a stratified random sample in Fayette County,
Pennsylvania, in 1957. The five main categories of individuals
identified were: (1) the aged, (2) the physically handicapped,
(3) the farm operator primarily oriented to non-farm opportunities, (4) the farm operator oriented to commercial agriculture,
and (5) the farm operator oriented to subsistence agriculture.
The characteristics of the Core of lol,v-income subsistence farmers who normally do not respond to either welfare or economic-development efforts were examined in greater detail It was
found that they: (1) retained traditional values while having
lost many traditional subsistence skills, (2) failed to respond to
greater agilcultural efficienty and productivity efforts because
commercial success was not highly valued, (3) placed extreme
emphasis on neighborliness and friendliness as their primary
goals, and (4) must respond to an attempt to change prestige
orientation if their cycle of poverty is to be broken.
STORAGE OF NATURAL GAS
FUNDAMENTALS OF A NEW METHOD [2]
A methane absorption method may be more economical for
peakshaving than liquefied natural gas or dry pressurized storage.
A pressure holder containing liquid propane or butane, or both,
precooled to -76° F is supplied with cooled gaseous methane
from supply lines at off-peak periods. The methane is in tr oduced
at the bottom of the tank to prevent the lighter liquid (methane
absorbed in propane) from affecting further absorption. During
peaks, a valve is automatically opened, and the resulting pressure
drop brings the methane into the supply lines via a Wobbenumber regulator. In severe peaks, liquefied natural gas can also
be used. Optimum conditions for the absorption method would
*Except for Example 6, the format in these examples is similar
to that used in primary publications; i.e. the document title is
centered above the text of the abstract. The bibliographic references for the documents abstracted are collected at the end of
this Appendix; they are given in accordance with ANSI Z39.291977, except that the document titles have not had to be ineluded. Many of these abstracts appeared in ANSI Z39.14-1971,
but more abstracts were added during the preparation of ISO 2141976, and this Appendix is essentially the Annex in that International Standard. In most cases the examples given here bear
little resemblance to those, if any, that appeared in the original documents.
Numbers in brackets refer to corresponding numbers given in
the list of references at the end of the Appendix.

be for 3 to 11.4 million ft 3 /storage cycle or up to 1.14 billion
ft3 /season.
TUNGSTEN CARBIDE AS ANODE MATERIAL
FOR FUEL CELLS [31
Stationary potentiostatic current-voltage curves for tungsten
carbide and Raney platinum electrodes of equal size in the
electrochemical oxidation of 6 M formaldehyde in 3 M sulphuric
acid at 70° C showed that tungsten carbide was superior in the
potential range of interest for fuel cell anodes. Current densities after 3 h were 650 mA/g of tungsten carbide using formaldehyde, 500 mA/g using hydrogen, and 160 mA/g using formic
acid. Graph.
LEAD: X-RAY DIFFRACTION STUDY OF A
HIGH-PRESSURE POLYMORPH [4]
An X-ray diffraction study of lead under pressure has shown
that the face-centered cubic structure transforms to the hexagonal close-packed structure at room temperature and a pressure
of 130 ± 10 kbar. The volume change for the transformation
is - 0.18 ± 0.06 cm a /mol.
PHOSPHATE EQUILIBRIA. II. STUDIES ON THE
SILVER-PHOSPHATE ELECTRODE [5]
The solubility of Ag3PO4 was studied at 25° C in 3M NaC104
by using glass and Ag electrodes (to measure [H+ 1 and [Agi).
The solubility product of ADPO4, KS = [ Ag ] 3 RIPO4 2 1/
[HI, was calculated as log KS = -6.70 e-- 0.04. The data give
no evidence for another solid phosphate or for a variation in
the composition of Ag3PO4. They are compatible with small
amounts of soluble Ag phosphate complex; the best agreement, though not conclusive, is with a complex AgHOP4,
with a formation constant (from Ag* and HPO4 2 *) log
K < 3.18. The equilibrium is relatively rapid The Ag3PO4/Ag
electrode may be used to study phosphate complexing with
other metal ions.
CHROMIUM AS CATALYST IN
AMMONIA SYNTHESIS [6]
When a chromium catalyst prepared by the decomposition of
dibenzenechromium was used in the synthesis of ammonia at
436.5° C, the rate constants of ammonia formation for a given
catalyst surface area were of the same order of magnitude as
those on iron. The results confirm the hypothesis that the
catalytic action of metallic iron in ammonia synthesis is due
to its atomic symmetry and that other transition metals having
the same symmetry and similar interatomic distances as the
(III) face of iron should also be catalytically active. The results
also confirm an ammonia synthesis mechanism in which the
initial product is N2H.
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THE FILM-FORMING PROPERTIES OF
EMULSIFIERS OBTAINED FROM PETROLEUM [7]
A vanadium porphyrin complex formed a film around a water
droplet in benzene much more rapidly than did asphaltenes or
resins, and, as with emulsifiers from five crude oils, film formation was slightly faster in formation water than in distilled
water in tests involving drawing a water droplet from a benzene
solution containing 0.025% by mass of the emulsifier into a
capillary tube in 1 min or 2 h or 24 h at 25° C. The film-forming
ability of the emulsifier was determined by the ratio of the droplet length at the time of necking to the initial drop length.

Example 2 — Typical informative-indicative
abstracts

velocity, pressure ratio, and turning moment in systems where
changes in flow can result in large hydraulic moments.
PRODUCTION-ORIENTED STRUCTURAL DESIGN
OF LARGE SHIPS Ill]
Design of ships such as a 240 000 dwt tanker and a 150 000
dwt OBO carrier to facilitate economic production without
loss of ship efficiency involves simplification, standardization,
minimum weld lengths, and the selection of hull compônents
and assemblies with ease of production and assembly in view.
Considerations of ease of transport, storage, assembly, erection,
prefabrication, and fitting out at an early stage are discussed.

Example 3 — Typical indicative abstracts

DIAGNOSING INTERDEPARTMENTAL CONFLICT [8]
Resolution of interdepartmental conflicts that decrease productivity may require structural reorganization to reduce authorityprestige ambiguity and internal social instability, or may require
intergroup training and counseling to reduce point-of-view conflicts, or both. A thorough study is needed of the goals and environment of the organization as a whole. Experience (cited in
numerous case histories) has demonstrated that three conditions must be established to reduce these interdepartmental
conflicts. Each group must have internal social stability, including common interests and promotion opportunities. Groups in
close contact must share external values through common training and point of view. Authority, as indicated by work flow
and control, must follow prestige lines to be legitimate.
THE IMPACT OF DEVELOPMENTS IN SHIPPING
TECHNOLOGY ON SHIPPING OPERATIONAL COSTS [9]

•

•

The modern shipbuilders must anticipate future needs for
marine transportation, specialize as to type of ship and size,
and develop the required product on the soundest possible
commercial basis. Low capital cost is important, but the
builder's share of total cost is relatively small, and economies
in shipbuilding therefore have limited effect on overall costs.
Efficient desien for both technical performance and low maintenance costs is of great importance, with the following items
especially deserving of attention; ship form; propeller design;
main propulsion units; bulbous bow; automation; cargo handling; paint systems and corrosion control; maintenance; and
the modeling of engine-room systems. Mathematical methods
are necessary for determining whether increased costs for innovations will be justified by operational savings, and examples
of computer programs developed by B.S.R.A. (British Ship
Research Association) for this purpose are cited.
A STUDY OF THE ARRANGEMENT OF SHUT-OFF VALVES
IN THE CARGO OIL SYSTEMS OF LARGE TANKERS [10]
Previous work on pressure losses in shut-off valves is used as a
b'asis for calculating moments in central and eccentric valves
during loading, unloading, and ballasting. Throttling curves are
shown for various types of valves. Although eccentric valves
can reduce the turning moment they are sensitive to changes
in flow direction. Further work is needed on the effect of
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As noted in Section 1, indicative abstracts should preferably
be prepared only when the nature or length of the document
being abstracted will not permit the writing of an informative
or informative-indicative abstract See also Example 5, part C.
HOW METALLOGRAPHY HELPS THE
MATERIALS ENGINEER 1 121
Eleven case histories demonstrate the application of metallography in solving material problems. Metallography helps the
engineer who is seeking details of brazed joints; viewing details
of gain-boundary precipitate; examining composites formed
by a high-energy-rate process; investigating aspects of stress
corrosion; studying how tension and creep affect composites;
studying corroded bearings; checking "white layer" on nitrided
surfaces; finding out how coring develops in cast brass; analyzing failures with the electron microscope; comparing carbides
in cast and wrought stainless; and doing research at extra-high
magnification. Details of structures in photos are interpreted.
ADVANCES IN THE CONSTRUCTION AND UTILIZATION
OF TANK CARS. 3. THE DESIGNER'S VIEWPOINT [13]
A brief survey covers the gradual development of tank car design from low-capacity riveted two-axle tanks to the two-truck,
four-axle high-payload cars of today; tank cars designed for the
transportation of class Ilia liquid products at 1 atm, including
the required wall thickness, quality of steel, manner of construction, accessories, pressure tests of the welded seams, maximum capacity, and load; pressurized cars for carrying class Id
liquefied gases, including the materials specifications, steel composition, X-ray testing of welds; safety valves, level gages, hydraulic pressure testing, and separate draining equipment for
the liquid and gas phases; frame construction (central girder or
side frame); truck construction (springs and shock absorbers);
and trends toward unified European regulations covering transportation by tank cars, higher speeds and loads, and automatic
coupling.
DUST TRANSPORT IN TRANSMISSION
AND DISTRIBUTION LINES 1141
The study deals with the effect of pressure on the transport
velocity of dust in gas pipelines, including such factors of the

APPENDIX
total process as the effect of weight and friction forces on the
dust particle; speed limit of particle fall as a function of its
diameter and the characteristics of the gas stream; thickness
of the laminar layer on "dunes" formed on the pipe bottom;
and speed of gas in this layer. Correlations developed were
verified experimentally.
ORGANIZATION OF SMALL LABORATORY 115 1
A view is presented of the day-to-day operation of a small
mechanical-testing laboratory engaged primarily in experimental
stress analysis. Emphasis is placed on the training of personnel,
availability of modular test equipment and facilities, and the
systematic organization of materials and procedures.

DUTCH EQUIPMENT FOR THE
CHEMICAL PROCESS INDUSTRY 1161
A discussion on the manufacture in the Netherlands of equip.
ment for the petrochemical and chemical process industries
covers heat exchangers, evaporators, heaters, distillation apparatus, pumps, compressors, furnaces, pressure vessels, and gas
tanks.
RESIDUAL REDUCTION AND DESULPHURIZATION
BY I.F.P HYDROTREATMENT [17 ]
A discussion covers the main features of the pretreatment designed to improve the product quality and catalyst life in the
Institut Francais du Pétrole hydrodesulphurization process.

B. CHAPTERS. A separate abstract is needed for each chapter if
a monograph covers many different topics or is a collection of
articles by different authors, as in the case of proceedings of a
meeting or symposium. Abstracts of chapters should be as
informative as possible, but should at least indicate what is
covered.
(1) INFORMATION-TYPE CHAPTER ABSTRACT
PSYCHOLOGY AND THE GIFTED CHILD 119 1
A critique of the concept of giftedness concludes that the gifted
may be divided into the intellectually capable who are flot neccessarily academically able, the academically able who must be
intellectually capable, the student with hidden talent brought
out by opportunity and desire rather than tests, and the highly
creative student with minimal academic capacity (IQ of 115)
plus an added factor. In a discussion of the special needs of
the intellectually superior student for time to think, listen,
dream, and converse, it is contended that while added activities
should not be forced on the student, he should not be permitted
a merely average performance. A discussion of the equity of special programs for gifted students considers advantages and disadvantages of intelligence grouping and acceleration of gifted
students. Encouragement of personal independence and autonomy is deemed essential to the productive and innovative development of the gifted. Problems of social adjustment encountered by gifted children include social acceptability and the
need to excel without seeming to work very hard. There is a
paucity of data on gifted girls and women. The problems of
underachievement and dropouts with high IQ scores are discussed.
(2) INDICATIVE-TYPE CHAPTER ABSTRACT
CYCLIC SULPHIDES 120]

Example 4 — Abstracts of monographs and
chapters
A. WHOLE MONOGRAPHS. A single abstract may suffice if
the monograph deals with a homogenous subject

Ring-opening polymerization of alkylene sulphides, episulphides,
thioaldehydes, cyclic disulphides, and mixed oxygen-sulphur
ring compounds are reviewed, with 83 references. Anionic polymerization, anionic copolymerization, cationic polymerization,
coordinated ionic polymerization, and radical polymerization
of episulphides, cyclic polymers of thioaldehydes, the polymerization of oxathiolanes, and the polymerization of cyclic dissulphides are discussed.

PART-TIME INDUSTRIAL COOPERATIVE
EDUCATION, A MANUAL FOR
ADMINISTRATORS AND COORDINATORS [18]
This manual is intended to assist school administrators and
teacher coordinators in establishing and maintaining programs
of industrial cooperative education. These are programs of vocational education designed to provide high-school youth with
opportunities to receive on-the-job training in a trade or industrial occupation, of his or her choice, by cooperatively utilizing
the resources of the school and community. This 1968 revised
edition presents the basic philosophy, activities, methods, and
operational procedures of industrial cooperative education programs. The topical areas include: (1) establishing an industrial
cooperative education program; (2) the high-school administrator's responsibilities; (3) the teacher-coordinator; (4) the
teacher-coordinator begins his work; (5) selection and placement of student learners; (6) related instruction, coordination,
reports, and records; (7) advisory committees: their organization and function; (8) program evaluation in industrial cooperative education; and (9) aids for the teacher-coordinator.

Example 5 — Order of document-content
subject elements
A. INFORMATIVE ABSTRACT WITH CONVENTIONAL
ORDER OF ELEMENTS (purpose, methodology, results, and
conclusions)
NEMATODE CONTROL IN SWEET POTATOES 121 1
Because damage to sweet potatoes by root-knot nematodes
makes it difficult for some growers in Mississippi to produce
marketable grades, the Truck Crops Branch Experiment
Station in 1967 conducted off-station tests with nematocides
(including fumigants) on three- or four-row replicated and
randomized field plots known to be infested with the nematodes. Both known and experimental nematocides were em-
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ployed. The commercial fumigants Vorlex, Dow W-85, and
DD significantly increased yields and quality in the treatments
of rows. Vorlex or Dow W-85 should be applied at 2.5 gal/acre
and DD at 9 to 10 gal/acre, 8 to 10 in deep in the center of
the row, 14 to 30 days prior to planting. Broadcast fumigation
was also effective, but required higher fumigant levels. Among
the experimental solid nematocides, Bayer 68138 and Dasanit
showed promise. More information is deemed necessary than
was obtained from this one-season field test.

W

B. INFORMATIVE ABSTRACT WITH FINDINGS-ORIENTED
ARRANGEMENT OF ELEMENTS (major results and conclusions, supporting details, other findings, and methodology)
NEMATODE CONTROL IN SWEET POTATOES 1211
The yield and quality of sweet potatoes can be increased by
soil fumigation or the addition of solid nematocides in some
areas of Mississippi. The commercial fumigants Vorlex, Dow
W-85, and DD significantly increased yields and quality in
the treatments of rows. Vortex or Dow W-85 should be applied
at 2.5 gal/acre and DD at 9 to 10 gal/acre, 8 to 10 in deep in
the center of the row, 14 to 30 days prior to planting. Broadcast fumigation was also effective, but required higher fumigant
levels. Among the experimental solid nematocides, Bayer 68138
and Dasanit showed promise. This study of control of root-knot
nematodes was conducted by the Truck Crops Branch Experiment Station in 1967 on three- and four-row replicated and
randomized field plots known to be infested with the nematodes. More information is deemed necessary than was obtained
from this one-season field test.
C. INDICATIVE ABSTRACT OF THE SAME DOCUMENT.
This type of abstract is included here only to demonstrate the
validity (usefulness) of preparing an informative abstract when
the document permits it, as defined in Section 1.

Doppler tracking data from Mariners 6 and 7 have been used
to obtain values for the ratio of the mass of the Earth to that
of the Moon which are in substantial agreement with those
determined from other Mariner and Pioneer spacecraft There
is an inconsistency of about 0.004% in values for the mass of
the Moon determined from lunar trajectories. A gravitation
constant for Mars of 42 828.48 ± 1.38 km 3 /s, obtained on
the basis of data collected during the 5 days prior to the closest approach of Mariner 6 to Mars, is in excellent agreement
with the result obtained by Null from tracking data of
Mariner 4.

B. ACCESS ABSTRACT FOLLOWED BY FULL BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION. This arrangement permits ùnmediate
presentation to the reader of the main findings of the document, an order particularly suitable for the findings-oriented
arrangement of document-content elements (example 513).
Quick access to the bibliographic citation can be afforded by
indenting it or by the use of distinctive type faces, or both.
THE RATIOS OF THE MASS OF THE EARTH TO THE
MOON OBTAINED FROM COHERENT S-BAND TRACKING
OF MARINERS 6 AND 7 ARE IN SUBSTANTIAL AGREEMENT with those determined from other Mariner and Pioneer
spacecraft. Range and Doppler tracking data from Mariners 6
and 7 yielded ratios having an inconsistency of about 0.004'."(
in values for the mass of the Moon determined from lunar trajectories. A gravitational constant for Mars of 42 828.48
± 1.38 km' /s, obtained on the basis of data collected during
the 5 days prior to the closest approach of Mariner 6 to Mars,
is in excellent agreement with the result obtained by Null
from tracking data of Mariner 4.
Anderson, John; Efron, Leonard; Wong. S. Kuen.
MARTIAN MASS AND EARTH-MOON MASS RATIO
FROM COHERENT S-BAND TRACKING OF MARINERS
6 AND 7. Science. 167 (3916): 277-79; 1970 January 16.
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Problems caused by root-knot nematodes in growing sweet
potatoes in Mississippi are discussed. Experiments with commercial and experimental nematocides, conducted in 1967 by
the Truck Crops Branch Experiment Station, are described.
Methods of application including imbedding in rows and broadcasting are compared. Results are given for specific nematocides,
including the commercial fumigants Vorlex, Dow W-85, and DD,
and the experimental solid nematocides Bayer 68138 and
Sasanit.

Example 6 — Different locations of the bibliographic citation with abstracts in access services
A. ACCESS ABSTRACT PRECEDED BY FULL BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION. While this order is conventional, it may
slow reader access to actual information, since even the documenes title is usually subject-oriented rather than findingsoriented.
Anderson, John; Efron, Leonard; Wong, S. Kuen. MARTIAN MASS AND EARTH-MOON MASS RATIO FROM
COHERENT S-BAND TRACKING OF MARINERS 6 AND 7.
Science. 167 (3916): 277-79; 1970 January 16. Range and
14

C. ACCESS ABSTRACT PRECEDED BY THE TITLE OF THE
DOCUMENT, BUT WITH THE REMAINDER OF THE BIBLIOGFtAPHIC CITATION SUITABLY DISPLAYED AFTER THE
TEXT OF THE ABSTRACT. This arrangment presents the reader
with the subject of the document as stated by its author, but
then immediately presents the information provided. Quick access to the remainder of the bibliographic citation can be afforded by indenting it or by the use of distinctive type faces, or
both.
MARTIAN MASS AND EARTH-MOON MASS RATIO FRON1
COHERENT S-BAND TRACKING OF MARINERS 6 AND 7.
Range and Doppler tracking data from Mariners 6 and 7 have
been used to obtain values for the ratio of the mass of the
Earth to that of the Moon which are in substantial agreement
with those determined from other Mariner and Pioneer spacecraft. There is an inconsistency of about 0.004% in values for
the mass of the Moon determined from lunar trajectories. A
gravitational constant for Mars of 42 828.48 ± 1.38 km' /s, obtained on the basis of data collected during the 5 days prior to
the closest approach of Mariner 6 to Mars, is in excellent agreement with the result obtained by Null from tracking data of
Mariner 4.
Anderson, John; Efron, Leonard; Wong, S. Kuen.
Science. 167 (3916): 277-79; 1970 January 16.

APPENDIX

References for Example Abstracts
[1] Fliegel, Frederick C. University Park, Pa: Pennsylvania
State University, Agricultural Experiment Station; 1966,
39 p. (Bulletin 731).
[2] Schierack, H.; Backhaus, H. Gas Waerme In:. 19: 432-36;
1970 November.
[3] Baresel, D., and others. Ange w. Chem., In:. Ed Engl.
10(3): 194-95; 1971 March.
[4] Takahasi, Taro; Mao, Ho Kwang; Bassett, W. A. Science.
165(3900): 1352-53; 1969 September 26.
[5] Baldwin, W. G. Ark. Kern!. 31(32): 407-11; 1969.
[6] Brill, R.; Kurzidim, J.; Ruch, E Angew. Chem., Int. Ed
EngL 10(3): 185; 1971 March.

[7] Serikova, L A. Neftepererah. NeftekhinL (Moscow),
No. 2: T-3; 1971.

[10] Grossman, G. Schiff Hafen. 22: 736*; 1970 August

[11] Ganschimetz, D. Schiff Hafen. 22: 979*; 1970 November.
[12] Weymueller, C. Metal Progr. 95(2): 60-65; 1969.
[13] Vromant, M. Rev. Ass. Fr. Tech. Pétrole. No. 205: 99101; 1971 January-February.
[14] Bolzinger, A. Gaz Aujourd'huL 95: 5-17; 1971 January.
[15] Black, S. San Francisco, Calif.: Society for Experimental
Stress Analysis: 1968. 14 p. (Fall Meeting Paper).
[16] Van der Elst, M. Chint Ind (Milan). 53(5): 526-27;

1971 May.
[17] Hayashi, T. Sekiyu Gakkai SM. 14(3): 195-97; 1971
March.
[18] Illinois State Board of Vocational Education and Rehabilitation. Springfield, Ill.: 1968. 165 p. (Series B, Bulletin 198).

[8] Seiler, J. A. Harvard Business Review, 41(5): 121-32;

[19] French, J. L Psychology and the gifted child. In: New out.
looks in psychology. New York Ph il osophical Library: 1968:

1963 September-October.

306-336.

[9] Douglas, K. Sv. Sjoefarts Tidning. 66: 22*; 1970 July.

[20] Sigl.valt, P. Cyclic sulfides. In: Frisch, K. C. Ring-Opening
Polymerization. New York: Marcel Dekker: 1969: 191-217.

*Complete pagination not available.

7; 1968 March.

[21] Thomas, W. O.; Campbell, J. A. Miss. Farm. Res 31(3):
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